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Radio's 'Golden Voice'
Named Aegis Editor

SEATTLEUNIVERSTY Spectator
XXXVI
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No. 49

Leaders of Tomorrow:

Elections Stir Little Interest

Vice President
Don Ladwig
Steve Conroy

75
73

Secretary-Treasurer
(to be appointed)

Senate One
Dick McDermott
103
Norman Nelson
44
Senate Two
Dave Mills
John Sammons
(unopposed)
Senate Three
A public relations employee
John Costello
of Greater Seattle has been
(unopposed)
named the 1969 editor of the
Aegis, the University yearbook.
Senate Four
Cris Bowers
83 John Sammons, 21-year-old SeRick Laßelle
'. 60 attleite, was appointed by Mr.
John Talevich, acting head of
Senate Five
the Journalism department, and
Margo Kendall
84 Miss Jean Merlino, journalism
George Pernsteiner
61 assistant and adviser to the
yearbook.
SOPHOMORE CLASS
Sammons, a junior journalism
President
major, is currently working on
Bob Conyers
168 coordinating a staff for next
Jay Buchanan
124 year. Students interested in
Aegis work may contact SamVice President

— 1969 Aegis Editor

Four close races lent a
momentary air of excitement to the otherwise lackluster senate-class officer
elections yesterday.
Phil Gilday squeaked by John
Matejkain the senate contest by
a slim three-vote margin, to

take senior position five, 78-75.
Mike Hayes pulled ahead of Phil
Wozniak, 75-69 for position four.
Two vice-preidentialraces also
were tight. Don Ladwig sweated
by Steve Conroy 75-73 for the
junior class v.p. spot, and Paul
Swaighardt edged Anne Meyer
151-146 for the sophomore position.
The complete results were:

SENIOR CLASS
President
Larry Nejasmich

(unopposed)

Vice President
Doug Smith
(unopposed)
Secretary
Tim Davis

Mike Noble

Senate One
Mike Palandri
Bill Huntington
Senate Two

Terry Greiner
Bob Deltete
Senate Three
Tom Yagle
(unopposed)
Senate Four
Mike" Hayes

Phil Wozniak
Senate Five
Phil Gilday
John Matejka
JUNIOR CLASS
President
Jim Merriman
Neil Carroll ..._

94

50

94
53 Paul Swaighart
Anne Meyer
80
Secretary-Treasurer
64
Maggie Harrington
Ann Logan

75
69

Senate One
John McLean
(unopposed)

Senate Two
Pat Weller
75 Shirley Miles
Senate Three
Doug McKnight
78

96
57

(unopposed)
Senate Four
John Graves

Bob Parker
Senate Five
Kevin Yagle
Don Nelson

151
146

174
113

Spectator photo by Dennis William*

mons at

the Spectator-Aegis
building, first floor.
During the last two years Sammons has worked part time for
KING Radio in the news and the
A.M. productiondepartments.
The 1965 graduate of Cleveland
high school was assistant editor
of the paper in his senior year
and president of the Boys' Club.
He also playedbasketball for the
Cleveland team.
After attending graduate
school in either business or political science, Sammons plans a
career in the communications
field.

The Jew In Politics'
Discussed Tomorrow

An expert on Jewish attitudes
and member of the British
BroadcastingCorporation (BBC)
will address students and faculty
at 8:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
179 Library
113 Snowman,auditorium. Daniel
the British broadcaster, will speak on "The Jew in
Politics: England and America
Compared." The talk is sponsored by Sr. Christopher and the
Political Union.
Snowman is a staff member
176
109 of the Talks Department of the
BBC in London and works as a
producer of current affairs pro159 grams for the British network.
129 He is currently on assignment

in the U.S. to cover the American primaries for BBC and to
gather materialfor a feature on
Jewish voters in the forthcoming elections for London's famed
Jewish Chronicle.
A member of a well-known
Anglo-Jewish family, Snowman
has contributed articles on aspects of Jewish history and contemporary culture to the Jewish
Chronicle. He was a lecturer in
political science and American
studies from 1963-67 at the University of Sussex. His first fulllength book, "America: The
Twenties to Vietnam," will be
published this fall.

Hawk or Dove?

Ibach Painting Causes Controversy

By PATTY HOLLINGER
An anti-war painting by Brother Richard Ibach, S.J., which
hangs over the mail boxes in
Campionlobby,hasdrawnmixed
reactions from Campion residents. The painting was commissioned by the CampionDorm
Council.
The controversyover the painting developed during a dorm
council meeting. Rod Vetters,
who was in charge of commissioningthe painting, said, "Some
individuals felt that it was stating a position for the dorm.

Council members were divided.
ART FUND GROWS: Gamma Sigma Phi pledge Jackie Some thought it was 'hawkish'
it was 'dovShlessher gives Father Hayden Vachon a $25 contribu- and others thought itself
This division
should
tion for his fund for a new fine arts building. The win- ish.'
say it does not really state a
ter quarter Gamma pledges collected the money as part position."
of their pledge activities.
THE PAINTING is approximately five feet by five feet. It
resembles a newspaper page
with the caption in the upper
right corner which says: "IllusDemocratic results as of 10:30 p.m.last night,
trated London News 23." In the
62% of precincts reporting:
johnson
5,668 6% humphrey ;.:
8,886 9% central part of the painting five
McCarthy
.30,660 31% Wallace
1,225 1% lines
" of type read:
52,731 53%
November 9
KENNEDY
guerilla warfare with the acRepublicanresults, with 63% of precincts reporting:

Nebraska Primary

NIXON
REAGAN
STASSEN

82,834
26,716
1,462

63%
23%
1%

LIBERATOR
ROCKEFELLER
WALLACE

1%
5%
358 100%
715

5,655

Nebraska delegatespledged as of 10:30 p.m.:
Kennedy1, Johnson 3, Nixon 14, uncommitted 25

companying interrogation of
villagerslike thisone (above)
at
plays a major
part in the American
" struggle in

.-.

THE PAINTING is done in
gray, bluish-black and orange-

MIXED REACTIONS: Br. Richard Ibach, S.J., and Fr.
Hayden Vachon, S.J., discuss Br. Ibach's painting. The
painting, commissioned by Campion residents, has received mixed reactions. It now hangs above the mail
boxes in Campion.
Spectator photo by Dennis Williams
brown flesh tones. The main
portion of the picture depicts an
Oriental woman with a hand
holding a rifle to her temple. In
the lower right corner, a male
and mini-skirted female student
are holding hands and walking
into the painting. In the lower
left corner is a primitive, idollike representation of man.

John Livermore, 11th floor

representative, said that when

the painting was commissioned

it was to be representative of
Campion Tower, and the subject
matter left up to Br. Ibach. The
controversyarose over the question of whether this paintingbelongs in a men's dormitory and
where it should be hung.

Public reaction of parents and
(Continued

on page 3)
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Hit the Oregon Trail:

McCarthy Wants Workers

ton McCarthy supporters to can-

MCCARTHY SUPPORTERS: Ron Greeney, center, national McCarthy supporter, discusses plans for the Washington Crusade with the S.U. McCarthy leaders, Craig
Saran,left, and Rod Collins, right.
Changes have been swift lately in the life of Ron Greeney,
national McCarthy recruiter.
Greeney, 24, has moved from
manager of a touring agency in
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands to
McCarthy national headquarters
in Washington to organize supporters to canvass Oregon for
Sen. Eugene McCarthy. McCarthy is running in the Oregon primary next week.
Greeney has come to the
Northwest to coordinate McCar-

thy groups on the various campuses and in the state and local
areas. The state has been divided into "geographical crescents." Approximately 80 percent of the student population
comes from the western geographical crescent which includes Western Washington State
in Bellingham and the Seattle

area.

MAIN CONCERN of Greeney's
is the coordination of Washing-

vass Oregon this weekend. The
group is often referred to as the
Washington Crusade. As he explained it, "bus caravans will
leave the WWS-Bellingham area
and meet Seattle supporters in
the University district at 6:30
p.m. Friday. The group will continue to Portland to begin canvassing the Portland to Eugene
area on Saturday and Sunday."
"This group," according to
Greeney, "will include students,
faculty members, professional
people, mothers and adult McCarthy groups. The 17-year-old
student and the 50-year-old businessman will both be working
for a common cause."
Students interested in joining
the groups may contact the S.U.
student leaders, Craig Saran or
Rod Collins at Campion 614 or
at the McCarthy booth in the
Chieftain.
GREENEY, "intends to stay
in Washington until the people
in Washington see how important the primary is (Oregon)
and the presidential election."
An intense young man, Greeney, left his job to campaign for
McCarthy because he felt, "McCarthy looked at and appraised
the foreign and domestic situation, saw the need for reconciliation and stood up and voiced
his opinions.

Peace Corps Volunteers Make
S.U. Scene; Recruit Students

Wednesday, May 15, 1968

Mary McCarthy Pulls
For Dad at SU Rally

three months. From Seattle she
left for San Francisco to begin
work on the California primary.
FOLLOWING a film on student participation in the McCar-

thy campaign, Miss McCarthy
outlined some key points in her
father's platform and answered
questions from the audience.
She emphasized the Minnesota
senator's proposal to change the
present draft laws and institute
a national lottery for 19-yearolds.
She also spoke on Senator McCarthy's stand against the Viet
Nam war and his "new civil
rights" including guaranteed
education and income and more
housing and jobs for Negroes.
WHEN ASKED what effect the
recent Indiana primary (in
which Kennedy led over McCarthy), would have on her father's
plans, the short, black-haired
coed replied that the results of
the primary were inconclusive.
Mary McCarthy
McCarthy had received more
votes than had been expected
BY SUE JANIS
and Kennedy fewer. Miss McMary McCarthy, daughter of
Carthy also felt that the OreDemocratic presidential hopeful gon primary was more imporEugene McCarthy, spoke briefly tant.
on Thursday evening to a gathMary McCarthy's major purering of approximately 150 S.U. pose in speaking at S.U. was to
emphasize the need for more
students in Pigott Auditorium.
Miss McCarthy, a 19-year-old of the student involvement upon
Radcliff sophomore, was pre- which much of McCarthy camsented with a bouquet of blue paign is built. Mike Brockman,
and white daisies by AWS pub- head of Students for McCarthy
licity director Kathy Litaker, up- in Seattle, made a special plea
on her arrival at S.U. She has to S.U. students to spend a weekbeen conducting a nation-wide end in Portland working on the
campaign for her father for Oregon primary.

Senior Saturday Cruise

"Most of the kids at Seattle ment." She added, "The Peace sized, "is to change the fatalisAbout 125 senior couples will ing seniors, who will be poured
University have grown up in a Corps offers a two-year life ex- tic 'If God wills it' attitude."
through the Shilshole Bay out back at the terminal by 1:30
cruise
homogeneous environment; they perience in understanding the The Peace Corps attempts to
Sunday.
area,
Lake Union, and Lake a.m.
don't know what's going on four life and problemsof peopleover- teach people to care about one
Tickets, at $7.50 per couple,
them,"
Washington
who
have
direct
corelaanother
and
away
blocks
from
com- seas
a
about themselves.
aboard the M.V. will be sold all next week in
Maureen, a Berkeleygraduate, Virginia V. next Saturday.
mented Miss Maureen Orth who tion to the minority groups in
the Chieftain between 11 a.m.
is back from the Peace Corps this society."
majored in political science and
The cruise will begin at 8:30 and 1 p.m. Only 125 couples will
and recruiting volunteers at S.U.
will enter UCLA graduate school p.m. at Fishermen's Terminal. be able to purchase tickets,
She and Sam Farr will be availMISS OHTH urged S.U. stu- to take up Latin Americanstud- Boarding will begin at 8 p.m. warns Senior Class President
able throughFriday in the Chief- dents to become involved in ies in June. Farr is a Willa- Live music, ice, and mixer will Pat Healy, and no tickets will
tain for any questions or com- working among minority groups mette University graduate of be provided for the merrymak- be sold
at the boat.
ments concerning the Corps.
here in Seattle. She commented psychology; he plans to enter
Students interested in the that her own values and ideals law school at Santa Clara.
Peace Corps are encouraged to have changed greatly due to her
Dr. David Hughes who served
fill out the applications and take experience, and encouraged stu- two years in Panama for the
the exam. Exams are being dents to "get out of their own Peace Corps is also on hand
given this week, Wednesday environments and learn from this week in the Chieftain.
through Friday at 2 p.m. in other cultures.
Hughes is recruiting men for the
room 306 of the Library and on
"Our main job," she empha- fisheries in Central America.
Saturday at 9 and 10 a.m. in the
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Library.
Our better men last year averaged over $170.00
Oh!
THE TWO Corps volunteers
Medellin,
served together in
Coweekly. This year's opportunity is even greater.
Of course! When you think about
.&?*
lombia working in urban develit,
a ring, and wonder how to buy
opment. The pair worked
through the Colombian governthink of Weisfield's. We have
$15,000 SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS $15,000
ment agency, "Community Acpromise.
credit
for
of
plans
students
tion." It was their task to orParticipate in competition for individual
'~''
ganize the poor people in the
"Sy''%\
■■■■■"■■■-■-, '""■'> X,
slum1;to unit among themselves,
250.00
scholarship awards up to $3,000.00
/&£&
make their own decisions, comwith
local
governmunicate
the
Winment and help with local projFord Station Wagon
ects. The volunteers were successful in instigating the people
Boston Whaler
to set up a water system, a sewer system and a primary school,
Full-length Mink Coat
which was named "Escuela MaMiss
Orth.
She
rina Orth" after
Other Valuable Awards
related that for many of the people in Medellin who helped build
the new school, it was the first
MANAGEMENT TRAINING
time they had worked with
neighbors or any community
Qualified men will be given opportunity to develop
project.
go
"It doesn't matter if you
management skills in sales and sales training, office
five blocks away or five thousand miles away," stressed Mauprocedures, personnel control, etc.
reen, "it is a matter of commit-

COLLEGE STUDENTS

■

V

■■::

SPOON RIVER

NO EXPERIENCE

Anthology

Requirements: Over 18, neat appearance, cooperative
attitude, above average intelligence.
Transportation furnished.

Memorable

i

Delightful
Characters

I

«

MAY 3-25

sth
Vfl\^ 2115
MA 4-8223

V*

Aye.

IMMEDIATE INTERVIEWS
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/"" 1 19
C
£7/11 /?/# CT/t /?
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"
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420 Pint Slrwt
9947 W twood Vill<l9 Mo
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Students Disagree On letter
Ibach's War Painting

Johnson Sends
Grads Greeting

—

—

Powers Gets Potted

tions for the picture. The east
wall across from the lobby,
where it would be most prominent, was discarded.
Father Robert Rebhahn, S.J.,
said "anyone with any artistic
sense can see it is too small" as
vided on whether they express he indicated the lobby walls.
hawkish or dovish opinion.
Livermore also pointed out that
Brother Ibach said his paint- nails would have ruined the lobing was "a comment on violence by walls.
Campion residents' interpretaand war, which includes Vietnam. It does not say whether it tions differ, but all agreed that
is right or wrong." He said the the theme of the painting is unikey to the picture is the "little versal and that it makes them
figure in the (left) corner, which think.
personifies the question of 'why
AL REESE said many stuwar?', 'why violence?'.
dents were against it because
personi"If the mind could be
fied it would represent that fig- "it's too morbid because of the
ure," he said. Brother Ibach M-16." He felt that the students
in the picture were turning their
said that the student faces vio- back
the problem. Reese
lence everywheretoday and this stated on
that
this "represents the
painting represents a choice the
in the dorm. The woattitude
student will have to make.
man's face can be replaced by
IBACH SAID that he was glad any minority race and applied to
there was controversy and inter- everyday life."
est in the painting. He stressed
Jim LaCour, sociology major,
that students face violence even said, "I think it is good. It
on the campus, with the example makes you stop and think of toof the student who was mugged day's society. We need more
in the parking lot last quarter. things to make us think." He felt
Livermore said that the coun- it should be hung in a more
cil had considered three posi- prominent place.
(Continued from page 1)

financial supporters had to be
considered, he said. Livermore
felt that the blank spaces in the
"copy" of the picture were responsible for a lot of the controversy because opinions are di-

"
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I would like to comment on,
and (I admit it) throw a few
barbs at Fr. Powers' article in
which he replied to Ray Brown's
challenge in the Seattle Times last
Sunday. After the first reading of
the article, Iwas prepared to write
a long diatribe about its content;
however, after a closer reading, I
discovered that the content was
negligible. Therefore, I decided
to write a shorter diatribe on the
same.
Idid not find Ray Brown's article especially astounding or overflowing with scandalous new fact.
But at least it was relevant! And,
as a matter of fact, several worthwhile points were made.
I CAN think of a number of
people at S.U. who would have
made at least adequate reply to
Mr. Brown; one of these would
not be Fr. Powers. Even if it were
not printed at the top of the article, one could easily ascertain
that Fr. Powers is an English
teacher, from his use at every
opportunity of quaint quotes from

s*^SS^^Wf

-

quisitional zealots." This is no argument! It isn't even a clarifica-

tion.
In the latter part of his article,
Fr. Powers attempts to justify

\

SMOMSKMS

"V
ToHrrv
„
Meetings
»».

have heard and which most of us
would like to avoid. Witness, for
example, "sincere inquirer," "regimented process of learning," "intelligence operating in a responsible milieu," "integrate these into the Christian blueprint of
life," "Judeo Christian starting
point," and "spiked march of in-

his conception of S.U.'s sanctimonious attitude by reciting the
qualifications of professors and
the scholastic awards of this year's
seniors.
IS THIS supposed to imply that
literature; and by his tendency "our family of respected teachto repeat at least three times
ers" is satisfied with the status
everything that he said in pro- quo in regard to academic freegressively more learnedand long- dom?
In conclusion, I would like to
er words.
FURTHERMORE, Fr. Powers point out that the "scandals" at
destroyed by his first sentence S.U. at least put the university
anything valuable which he might before the public, at least generhave said later. Clearly, Ray ate some excitement; but an arBrown's article was written in a ticle like that of Fr. Powers is
serious vein with no intent to actually damaging to the univerdefame S.U. Nevertheless, the re- sity's image as a university. What
buttal argument begins with a Iread in it was largely the very
wordy note of sarcasm. (Help!
thing which I was hoping not to
Somebody stole by jeremiad!)
read, i.e. the usual holy recitaThe article abounds with trite, tion.
Paula Laschober
verbose phrases which all of us

\

-—

New clothing regulations
will be explained by Associated Women's Students and
administration officials at a
mass women's meeting at
noon today in Pigott auditorium.
Academic excuses are available for students with classes
at that hour, if they report to
their instructor.

To the editor:

TO THE 1968

GRADUATING CLASS
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
Few moments equalthe joy,
the satisfaction, and the fulfillment of graduation. It is
a personal and permanent
victory, an honor to last a
lifetime. To each of you Iextend my sincere congratulations.
The time is past when our
national interests could be
served by a few who elected
to make their country's affairs their own. The complexity of our age and the
particular burden
— history has
thrust upon vs to preserve
freedom where it exists and
to foster it where it does not
demands every American
hand and every American
heart. The greatest responsibility falls to those who have
the most to give.
Icannot tell you the extent
of America's influence in
shaping the —new order of
world affairs though I believe it will be great.
The answer will not com?
in my lifetime, but in the future your future.
Lyndon B. Johnson

3

Marketing Club, 11 a.m., Xavier Conference Room.
New Conservatives, 7 p.m., Li-

brary 111. Discuss next year's
plans, including changing the organization's name.

Hawaiian Club, 7 p.m., third
floor Pigott.
I.X.'s, 7 p.m, house
CAP discussion of male and female inter-personal relationships,

2 p.m., McHugh Hall,
Writer's Club, 8-9 p.m., Ba Aud.
Sigma Kappa Phi, 6:30 p.m.,

Chieftain.

OFFICIAL NOTICE
Students interested in working
on summer registration Monday,
UU d ea
NaiSSh
trar's office. Limited number of
positions are available. Working
hours will be from 9:30 a.m.-6
p.m. at $1.40 per hour. Please
bring your approved adviser
yy U C me t0 Sig

SS KVen°
v

?n S'S

"

° fo?rp^l«OT ° °

Mary Alice Lee

"—————■

Graduating seniors who
received graduatestudy
scholarships or fellowship

«aye

wno have been accepted for graduatestudy are
asked to contact Mrs. Helen
Donognuein Xavter HaU' ext
210 as soon as possible.

-
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Registrar

'

Students planning to attend
summer quarter are reminded to
see facUlty advisers before the
endof May. Registration numbers
will be assigned as an approved
SHansen will be said
presented at
!>Thnr<;Hav
at <! Pr<>gram of study is
in ramninn
campion at],
(l inursaay in
the Ofnce o{ the Registrar The
S7p.m.
<[ procedure must be completed beVwwvwwwwvs^vi fore May 30th.
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MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS

TYPING: all kinds, guaranteed. Realonable. Mrs. Flemmg, 774-1700.
,
._.,.._._... I ]
D
ATTENTION! Fratern.ty Brothers!
Weekly meet.ng (mandatory) sunrise at Ivar s. Guest speaker: Lloyd
E. Cooney, "The evils of lowering
the age of puberty."

BROADWAY Diitrict: 1705 Belmont

ROOMS FOR RENT

RIDE WANTED: University District to
S.U. Bookstore. 8-4:30 p.m. Ext.
35_^

.

<

wSKSmwim

.

2 SPACIOUS sleeping rooms available now with kitchen and phone
privileges. Pleasant surroundings,
and near school! Save money when
going to summer school $30 per
month, j7lB 15th Aye. Phone: EA
2-0778.

—

—.

Aye

trie
reR

Apt. 405. Typist (IBM Sel.c3 type
styles). Twyla WarP324 ;P

£A

,
app<)]ntlnw f.
J.3244;Bpß'b|k
N

*

RlOt WANTED

nine u/AUTCn

_

....

nw\e c/M>
AUTOS
FOR SALE

'66 BRIDGESTONE 50cc, 3-speed
auto clutch. Good girl's bike. $99.
EA 3-9494.

SHERIFF & THOMPSON
"We Repair All Makes"

And wherever you find a congenial crowd, you'll find Coca-Cola, mk
For Coca-Cola has the refreshing taste you never get tired of. R
That's why things go better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke. \fl
Bsllled undorlh«

authority of The Coco-Cola Company by: PACIFIC

w^<
\
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COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., SEATTLE, WA.
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MOTOR WORK
BRAKES
BODY and

EA 4-6050 1130 Broodwoy
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Editorial

Hung-Up
The hang-up, which affects the commissioned painting by Br. Richard Ibach, limns in miniature the prob-

We Get Letters...Letters!

lem of a protective University.
THOUGH AN artist portrays reality as well as he
can decipher it— or a teacher taunts orthodoxy in public
— the necessary conclusions from such symbolism or
such statements are not drawn. Instead, those in power,
both students and administration, prefer to hide any
divergences from the Douai Bible or the paintings of
Grandma Moses.
Br. Ibach rejoices in the interest accruing to his
painting because of the dorm controversy. If a painting
can't be properly hung and noticed, then at second best
it can be debated about and dropped in a corner.
This manifested interest remains negative, however.
The wiser policy would have been to place the painting
on a dormitory wall allowing the students and all others
to face the impact of its message.
BR.IBACH disclaims propaganda value in the painting; it serves as a prod to thought, not as a strident
appealto either pacifism or power.
Yet those in authority, who paid for the painting,
S.J., Lives
refuse to grant an artist the scope to exhibit his state- Fr. Censor.
ment. The comparison with the lack of tolerance for To the editor:
What Dr. Downes said in the
divergence from rigid religiosity cannot be escaped.
— a great deline- Spec
about the Jesuits' own lack
Surely if the grotesqueries
Goya
of
—
of academic freedom is becoming
ator of war's destruction can be hung in art galleries, more clear to me even after one
the incandescence of Ibach can be accorded the same quarter here at S.U.
Ihad no idea there was this
honor in Campion.
all toe

'Spoon River' Flows
In Lyric's Production
ByDIANNEBYE
Something exciting happened
at the Lyric Theatre last Thursday night. One of those eternal
moments— an infinite view of a
segment of space called Spoon
River enchanted the audience
who gathered for a preview performance of Edgar Lee Master's
poetic Spoon River Anthology,
directed by Robert Lee.
The play consisted of a series
of monologues concerning the
lives, loves, hopes and dreams
of the townsfolk of Spoon River,
now dead and buried. The entire
experience was a dramatic delight. The harmony among the
various elements of the show
captured the bitter-sweet spirit
and mood of Master's famous
tombstone epigrams.
THE ACTORS,Niles Brewster,
Mary Clinton, Nick Carter and
Frances Haertal, recreated the
multitude of characters of this
midwestern town. The shadows
from the graves became more
vibrant as the show progressed
and the speeches were sprinkled
with both humorous and painfully tragic tones. The strains
of earthiness and irony whispered through the audience, leaving
them the strange, musky flavor
of Spoon River.
Perhaps it was the folksingers,
Sue Molin and Stephen Kinzie,
wtih their appropriately comical
or poignant interludes, that added the unforgettable charm of
the show. Maybe it was the exquistitely simple grey scrim setting, delicately tense in its design and balance, that made that
polishing touch. It could have
been the lighting, handled by
S.U. sculptor Paul Horiuchi,
which cinched the effectiveness.
THE STRENGTH and co-or-
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censor who makes them
the party line in everything they
write. But after talking to some
of them I begin to see what he
means. They all seem to be turned
out of the same mold with no
personal individuality. And they
take the same position on all
subjects.

Judy Fery

Inerney.

MY MISTAKE, for which Iaccept full responsibility, was failing to press you for a better explanation of your comments about
Mrs. Farr. Idid ask you, as the
interview was about to end, if
you had any further comments to
make. This was when the matter
of faculty salaries was raised.
Ihave personally expressed to
Mrs. Farr my apologies for my
part, however unintended or inadvertent, in any harm she may
have suffered.
Michael J.Parks

ethical standards, Catholic Church
and anything associated with S.U.
because we are not, like "most
universities, exerting a powerful
influence in shaping Americandestiny."

McCoy suggests that S.U. students who have spent money to
obtain an education should now
create "turmoil" and engage in
extremist activities akin to the
protests and riots at Columbia.
However, S.U. students are not
easily misledbecause they are not
stupid.

Of the many diatribes hurled

against S.U. by the SIL chairman,
one was in reference to being like
a "big happy kettle of fish, swimming in holy water, way outside
the mainstream of modern Am-

erica."
If McCoy's idea of modern America is the chaotic rat-race that
exists throughout the country to
To the editor:
which he wants to add his erratic
In the wake of the incalculable thinking, then let the holy water
tragedy of Dr. King's death at flow.
least one school has broken out
John Majors
of the insufferable cliche'-ridden
President, New Conservatives
eulogies. New York University
last week approved a program,
which was drawn up by students
and faculty, that authorizes one
million dollars in scholarships for
black students. Other sweeping
proposals which were accepted by
the University include:
1. IMMEDIATE increasing of

Appropriate Answer

Negro, Puerto Rican, Mexican
and American Indian students,
especially veterans.
2. Strengthening existing remedial programs for incoming black

students.

3. Creating an institution to inWhat Iwould like to know is crease university research and
dination of all these aspects
this censorship operates on
made the show a success. The how
in subjects dealing
them, since there are so many of instruction
with history, culture and current
actors, outstanding in their verto control. Who lis
them
around
satility, handled many diverse the censor and where does he Afro-American affairs.
4. Recruiting more black procharacters, often employing dia- stay? Maybe Dr. Downes could
lects, speech peculiarities and let us know some more facts on fessors and administrators.
PART OF the financing for
physical deformities to enhance this in an article in the Spec.
Also, who are the Jesuits who these programs will come from
credibility.
but it has also been
This is not to say that the have been blocked from writing? donations,
suggested that faculty members
Bruneta Buonofaccio
show was flawless. Nick Carter
give up part of their upcoming
Pogo Popped Off
was at times difficult to underraises and that students be asand
his
distractstand
tenseness
surcharge
Ring
In
sessed
a
five
cent
per
the
To the editor:
ed from a completelybelievable Morton:
to meet the cost of the scholarIf Pogo of Physics would stop
characterization. Frances Haer- Ed. Note: The following letter is ships.
hopping around on his stick long
tal sent her voice too frequently one of continuing series in the
Iam sure the students of S.U. enough to reread the Ietter(s)
into higher pitches. Although Morton-Farr affair. It is a copy responded with deep grief to the concerning the SIL which he acirritating, this did not destroy of a letter sent to Father Morton events of the past few weeks, and cuses of illogic, he would find that
the clean, almost instantaneous from Michael Parks, a S-eattle undoubtedly many proposals have he is, against all logic, inferring
character changes.
Times reporter who interviewed been made to do something posi- what was not necessarily implied.
John Koehler, S.J.
THESE were minor problems Father Morton about the teachers tive. Ijust thought you might be
"Moose"
in a generally well-co-ordinated leaving the English department interested in what one university
considered as an appropriate reproduction. It was smooth and next year.
sponse to the living spirit of this
flowing but with enough crestwentieth century prophet.
Storm and Who?
Morton:
Dear
Father
dips
captivate
cendoes and
to
Wayne Johnson
paragraph
In
the
last
of
your
the audience for two hours.
'66 Grad
To the editor:
of apology to Mrs. Marie
S.U. can be proud of Robert letter (which
If our recent interviews have
in
appeared
Friday's
Farr
Lee, the director, who graduated Spectator)
you, please be assured
confused
posyou suggest two
Let Us All Swim
that your editorial of May 10 has
from here winter '68. Bob last sibilities with regard to your rerepaid me in full. Incidentally,
appeared in Marat/Sade as the marks about Mrs. Farr in our
Storm Iknow, but who is this guy
Marquis de Sade at the Teatro conversation May 4, namely: "If To the editor:
It appears that the SIL chair- "Drang"?
Inigo. In this, his first profes- Isaid it badly or if 'it was incorL. F. Storm, Chairman
man, John McCoy, is disgusted
sional directing job, Bob dis- rectly reported..."
Department of English
faculty, students, Spectator,
with
played his talent and sensitivity.
ICONTEND your remarks were
David Butler, the technical direported in the arrector, will teach in S.U.'s not incorrectly
I wrote for the Times.
WEDDING INVITATIONS
drama division next year. Rose- ticle
Your remarks, as I remember
mary Muscolo, senior art major them, were that Mrs. Farr was
SPrin9 SPecial —1
at S.U., assisted in set designing. "not leaving voluntarily" and that
I
[ (
The play continues Friday and she had been "asked to leave by
1 5% discount
Saturday nights until May 25 at the head of the department" bethe Lyric Theatre, 2115 5th Ave. cause of a "degree problem." As
Count on us to do a perfect
printing job for your
0
wedding announcements
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Iremember, these remarks came
after your comment on Dr.
Downes and before your comment
on Drs. Prosky, Low and Mc-
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up-to-date equipment. And it shows.
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'Asmodee' at Teatro
Takes Off the Roof

NO LOVE UNDER THE ROOFTOP:Madame de Barthas
(Patty Walker) confronts the governess (Susan Rees)
in this scene from "Asmodee," now playing at Teatro.
By TERRI PASLAY
the Englishman, Harry Fanning.
Lifting up the roof of a house Suspicious of the relationshipbeand examing the people inside tween young Fanning and Ma-

can be exciting. Francois Mauriac's "Asmodee" playing May
14 through 18 at S.U.'s Teatro
Inigo, is concerned with such an
examination.
A young Englishman, Harry
Fanning, comes to spend six
weeks with the de Barthas family on their country estate and
unlooses a series of clashes
among the estate's inhabitants.
THE FAMILY is ripe for Harry's magnetism as it consists of
a lonely widow and her four
children. The oldest of the children, 17-year-old Emmanuelle, is
just discovering a clash between
her womanhood and spiritual
life.
In addition to the widow and
her children, there is the children's tutor, Blaise Couture, a
pompous and possessive character, and the governess who
nourishes a passionato love for
the tutor. Monsieur Couture
takes an immediate dislike to

dame de Barthas, he tries to
make Fanning leave.
Failing at that, Couture departs indignantly for Bordeaux,
leaving the governess to spy for

him. "Little Emmanuelle" and
Harry fall in love and Madame
de Barthas becomes jealous of

her daughter's happiness. When
Couture returns, he derives sadistic pleasure from the fact that
now Madame de Barthas will be
completely under his influence.
THE PLAY'S ending reflects
both the happiness and loneliness of the characters. Dialogue
is frequently funny and always
meaningful in this tightly constructed play.
The production, directed by
Father James V. Connors, S.J.,
stars Patricia Walker as Marcelle de Barthas, Neil O'Leary
as Blaise Couture, Mvron Myers
as Harry Fanning. Shelley Dowell as Emmanuelle Barthas,
Susan Reese as the Governess.

Poet's 'Ruins' Meet
Maker
in Reading Today
Galway innel currently
titled "Another Night Among
- in- residence
the Ruins." In his residency
K

I,

at U.W.,

poet

will read from his own poetry
this evening at 8 p.m. in the
Bannan auditorium.
The author of a novel and
four volumes of poetry, Mr.
Kinnell's most recent book is

m

at the U.W. he succeeds the
late Vernon Watkins, and
Richard Eberhart, who immediatelyprecededWatkins in
the chair occupiedby the late
Theodore Roethke until his
death in 1963.

mmHmmmmmm m
"^ Believe me,

money in the bank makes sense.
Especially for painting trips to the South Seas. 99

And What Did You Do Last Night?

Survey Reveals Juniors

By FR. JAMES KING, S.J.
For a year Ihave been making a socio-religious survey of the
attitudes of the fall, 1965, incoming freshman class. The 404 students tested are now juniors. The purpose of this survey was to
compare the attitudes of this entering freshman class with their
attitudes one and a half years later as sophomores, spring quarter,

1967.
The testing instrument was the American Council on Education
Research Report, "National Norms for Entering College Freshmen," which the students completed as entering freshmen and
again as spring quarter sophomores.
A random sampling of 25 per cent of the tested students were
then interviewed to try to find the reasons behind their attitudes.
The students were divided into four categories: on-campus men and
women: off -campusmen and women. This article will indicate some
of theresults of the survey.
HIGHEST ACADEMIC DEGREE PLANNED. Both men and
women tended to lower their academic degree plans after one plus
years at S.U. On the other hand, 21 of the 23 on-campus men interviewed said that they planned, barring the military draft, to conFR. JAMES KING, S.J.
tinue straight through to MA-MS or Ph.D.-Ed.D. degrees.
Fr.Kingis pictured above surGPA. There was a lowering of g.p.a. from high school to rounded by the tools of his resophomore year in college for both men and women.
search: incense, not a cover-up
RELIGION. Ninety percent of the men tested and 92 percent for anything, just nice to have a
of the women tested were reared as Catholics. Eighty-seven per- sweet odor once in a while;
cent of the men tested said they were Catholics when they entered hippie button, reading "Support
college. By the end of their sophomore year,81 percent said they Your Local Theologian"; piece
were Catholics. The drop in Catholic preference for women was of bark to remindhim that dead
from 93 percent as entering freshmen to 91 percent as sophomores. wood is best for starting fires.
AREA OF GREATEST LIFE SATISFACTION. Fifty-seven per- For students interested in readcent of the men and 68 percent of the women expected to find their ing Father's complete report, a
greatest life satisfaction in marriage and family, followed by a ca- copy of it is at the reference
reer or occupation (men 17.8%) and improving life for others desk in the library.

(women 19 percent).
WHY THEY GO TO COLLEGE. Forty-nine percent of the men
said men go to college to earn a higher income, followed by 33 percent who said to secure training. Forty-two percent of the women
said men go to college to earn higher income and 42 percent said
men go to college to secure training. Fifty-one percent of the men
said women go to college to meet the right person to marry, followed by 13.3% who said women go to college to become a cultured
person. Twenty-five percent of the women said women go to college
to meet the right person to marry; 23 percent said women go to college to secure training, and 21 percent said to become a cultured
person.
ACTIVITIES. There was a significant drop from high school to
college for both women for the activities of "Voted-in Student Elections." Both men and women gamble less in college than in high
school. Both groups study in the library more in college than in
high school but both groups check books out of the library less
frequently in college than in high school. Both groups say grace at
table less frequently in college than in high school and both groups
pray less frequently (exclusive of grace at table) in college than in
high school.
Both groups drink more beer and wine in college than in high
school. There is less cribbing among both groups in college than
in high school. Both groups oversleepmore and miss more classes
in college than in high school. Both groups turn in fewer late
papers or themes in college than inhigh school.
FREQUENCY OF CHURCH ATTENDANCE. Of the students
interviewed, twenty-three percent of the on-campus men attend
more than once a week; 56 percent of on-campus women and 72%
of off-campus women attend church more than once a week. Sixtytwo percent of on-campus men attend church once a week; 11 percent of off-campus men once a week; Four percent of on-campus
men and two percent of off-campus men do not attend church at all.
No on-campus women claimed "not at all" and one percent offcampus women said they attended church "not at all."
FREQUENCY OF HARD LIQUOR DRINKING. On-campus
men: Frequently, 11 percent; Occasionally, 44 percent; Rarely, 33
percent; Never, 12 percent. Off Campus Men: Frequently 10 percent; Occasionally, 26 percent; Rarely, 30 percent; Never, 34 percent. On Campus Women: Frequently, 8 percent; Occasionally,
47 percent; Rarely 33 percent; Never, 12 percent. Off Campus
Women; Frequently, 6 percent; Occasionally, 32 percent; Rarely,
35 percent.
INTERRACIAL DATING EXPERIENCE. The question was
asked:" Have you ever dated interracially?" On campus men:
"yes," 16 percent; "no," 84 percent. Off campus men: "yes,"
9 percent; "no," 91 percent; on campus women: "yes," 17 percent; "no," 83 percent. Off campus women: "yes," 15 percent;
"no," 85 percent.

WHAT ABOUT ROTC?
I AM A FRESHMAN, BUT I DIDN'T TAKE
ROTC THIS YEAR. IS IT TOO LATE FOR ME
TO BEGIN ROTC WHEN I RETURN TO
SCHOOL INTHE FALL?
ANSWER: IF YOU ARE TAKING A FOUR-YEAR
COURSE O FSTUDIES YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR THE
ROTC BY TAKING TWO ROTC CLASSES NEXT FALL,
WINTER AND SPRING QUARTERS. IF YOU ARE
TAKING A FIVE-YEAR COURSE OF STUDY YOU
SHOULD START THE ROTC PROGRAM WHEN YOU
ARE FOUR YEARS FROM GRADUATION, HOWEVER
YOU MAY EVEN WAIT UNTIL YOU ARE THREE
YEARS FROM GRADUATION.

you always
/^v With an NBofC Special Checking Account,carrying
a lot
°f excess cash around with you. No minimum balance.
VcJ' No
regular monthly service charges. Just a dime a check

Ii1 have money when you need it— without

when you write 5 checks a month. Best way to keep track
of yourexpenses ona spur-of-the momentsketching trip, too.

NBC
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

" DEPOSITS INSUHEDUP TO 115 000

/
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STOP IN AT ROTC HEADQUARTERS
AND GET THE DETAILS

Negro Finds
King Commie
By RICK LA BELLE
"The root of racial riots is not
in the slums but in Moscow,
Peking and Havana," asserted
Rev. E. Freeman Yearling in
a New Conservative-sponsored
talk last Friday on the Communist influence in the civil rights
movement. Angry Negro students walked out during the
question and answer session
which followed the talk on
campus.
Yearlinghas longopposed "irresponsible leadership" of Negroes, as in NAACP and CORE,
which he views as tools of the
Communists. He opposed Harlem congressman Adam Clayton
Powell in a special election last
year, believing that compulsory
integration is "morally wrong."
IN HIS TALK Friday, Yearling stated that racism is
"learned and neverinborn," and
concluded that an outside influence must
— be manipulating the
people the Communists.
Rev. Yearling also pointed out
that alladvocates of government
control are to be feared since
they seek the programming of
human lives, which results in
sacrificing of individual rights.
Communists, fascists, programmers, socialists, internationalists and liberals are all
condemned on these grounds.
Under the last label he included
American politicians such as
Kennedy, McCarthy and Rocke-

feller.
The minister also interpreted
the internationalist revolution in
historic-cosmic terms. Lucifer,

he suggested, was the first rioter, warmonger and subversive.
Just as one-third of the angels
followed Lucifer from heaven,
one-third of the world's human
beings today are internationalists. The totalitarian movement
is that of the Universal AntiChrist, in that it aims to take
away man's God-given rights.
THE NEGRO boycott was
caused by Yearling's contention
that Martin Luther King was the
head of the Moscow faction of
American Communists. Stokely
Carmichael and Rap Brown, he
continued, represent the more
violent Peking faction.
Another of his assertions was
that before Dr. King's death,
the Poverty March in Washington was planned to initiate a
presidential campaign in which
Carmichael was to head a Communist ticket and King was to
have been his running-mate.
The speaker had learned this
from a "secret government

source."
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SENIOR CLASS CRUISE
(TAHITI OR BUST)

Saturday, May 18

8:00 p.m. to 12:30

LIVE MUSIC-GAMING-DANCING
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Seward Park Regatta:

S.U. Varsity Crew Takes Third
S.U.'s varsity eight and frosh
four have had trouble with the
powerful crews from the U.W.,
but showed that crew at S.U.
was here to stay as they captured third and second place re-

spectively in a regatta held last
Saturday on Lake Washington.
In the varsity race, controlled
by the U.W. all the way, S.U.
movedup to within two seconds
of second place University of
British Columbia and edged
Oregon State for third by onetenth of a second. The S.U.
crew was fourth off the line after a poor start, but caught
O.S.U. and U.B.C. at the midpoint of the 2,000 meter course
at Seward Park.
NO MORE THAN half a
length separated the three crews
at the finish, which had U.B.C.
ahead by one-quarter length and
S.U. third by a foot. S.U. had
lost to both U.B.C. and O.S.U.
by substantial margins earlier
in the season.
The times were U.W., 6:38.3;
British Columbia, 6:58.4; S.U.,
7:00.5, and O.S.U., 7:00.6. The
three boat freshman-four race
was virtually a duplicate of the
varsity, with the U.W. first, and
the S.U. frosh secondover O.S.U.
by a deck length.
IN OTHER RACES O.S.U. won
the junior varsity race in a
time of 7:02.6, with Washington
second at 7:02.7, followed by
U.B.C. and Victoria. S.U.'s last
race will be the West Coast
Championships to be held on the

LIVELIFE UP TO
THE HILT WITH
A CHRONO!
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Chieftain Baseballers
In High Gear Again
The Chieftain baseball express is again running at
full throttle after having been stalled in the early part
of the month. The Chiefs have now won six straight
games to up their season record to 21-7.
Friday afternoon the S.P.C.
Falcons were runover by the tory, striking out nine Falcons
Chiefs, 6-5 and 11-2. The first en route.
Monday evening the Chiefs
game saw the Chiefs take a big
bombed Western
4-3
lead, then lose it and finally sew and 12-1 at WhiteWashington
Center. Terry
the game up in the bottom of Gibson pitched all the way in
the opener for the Chiefs to
the eighth inning.

THE LONE ROWER: Bob Pigott of S.U.s rowing team
practices on a "skull" in preparation for Saturday's big
meet. The S.U. varsity came in third against rough competition in a meet held last Saturday.

—

same Seward Park Course on
Friday and Saturday.
S.U. varsity Bob Hamilton,
cox; Harry Fowler, stroke; Bob

Pigott, Ed Plikaytis, Steve

Schommer, Skip Merrick, Lindsay Scott, Rick Partin, and
George Monostroy,

bow.

A big second inning gave the
Chiefs a 4-1 lead, but the Falcons moved ahead 5-4 before
the Chiefs tied it again at 5-all
in the bottom of the sixth inning.
In the bottom of the eighth Mike
O'Brien of S.U. reached third
and Stan Taloff hit one over the
fence, but the umpire called it
a foul ball.
The Falcon infield moved back
and Taloff eased a squeeze bunt
down the first base line that
easily scored O'Brien and gave
the Chiefs victory number 19.
The second game was a cakewalk for the Chieftains as Jeff
Lemon nailed his seventh vie-

UW Takes Net Thriller; Gorman Wins

Under some early Saturday gether, serving his way to an Brian Parrott, pulled out a
morning overcast, S.U.'s Glenn 8-6 revenge victory to the ap- squeaker against Steve FinneGetrsmar, Chuck Litzbartski and proval of the many Chieftain gan after being down 4-2 in the
Bill Jones paired off against the fans who had trickled in for the third set, 3-6, 8-6, 6-4.
numbers four, five and six Hus- feature contest pitting S.U.'s
The match was tied at 3-3
ky players at 11 o'clock as the Tom Gorman vs. Dick Knight.
after the singles competition,
celebrated S.U.-U.W. tennis reBy 1 p.m. most of the esti- therefore two doubles vctories
match got underway.
mated crowd of 1,500 people had were needed by either schools
arrived for the Knight-Gorman to win the match. The Huskies
AN HOUR AND a half later match, and it sounded as though took the third doubles over
the Huskies had taken sets five they weren't at all disappointed. Jones-Litzbartski 6-4, 6-3, and
and six for two team points. Gorman's big serve and light- the Chiefs took the number-one
But Gertsmar, after losing the ning fast reflexes earned him a doubles as Parrott-Gorman
first set, had fought back to win 9-7, 6-4 victory over Knight and downedKnight-Finnegan6-4, 8-6.
the second and had taken a gave the Chiefs their second But the Huskies took the second
commanding 5-2 lead in the team point.
doubles in three sets, 3-6, 6-4,
6-2, and the match over Farmerthird. As Chieftain fans held
their breaths, hearts sank as the
MEANWHILE, freshman War- Gertsmar giving the U.W. a 5-4
Huskies' Chip Zimmer reeled off ren Farmer lost his match to victory.
four straight games for a 6-5
Steve Johnson, but only after a
lead.
But the determ ned Gertsmar strongly contested first set, 9-7,
put his hard hitting game to- 6-1. The number two Chieftain,

Trillos Scrub Nads 15-8
To Capture Championship

notch victory number five in six
decisions.
In the nightcap Bill Tsoukalas
limited Western to two hits in
the easy S.U. victory. Steve
Conklin was the hitting star for
the Chiefs as he blasted out a
homerun, two doubles and a
single in the double win.
The Chiefs next play Saturday
when they meet S.P.C. again in
an afternoon doubleheader at
S.P.C.

Golfers Keep
Winning
The S.U. golf team has been
par-ticularlyproficient as of late
as they "putt" away "fore"
more wins this past week. They
drove Portland State and Western Washington off the course
Thursday in a triangular meet.
The scores were S.U. 10-PSU 7
and S.U. 13-Western 5. Jerry
Jonson, Harrison Jewell and
Randy Puetz all "chipped-in"
with 73-apiece.
Friday Fort Lewis fell to the
Chiefs 19y2-V/2 at Fort Lewr.
Monday the S.U. duffers again
sandtrappedU.W. as they bested
the Huskies in a best-ball match
28i/r7i/2 S.U.'s Tom Snell had
the best score of the day, a
sparkling 71.
The Chiefs' next match is Friday against the S.U. alumni at
Inglewood.

.

Driscoll Decisions Conklin
In A Phi 0 Smoker Feature

The Trillos utilized a devas- ered in the third inning, drove
tating 15-hit attack and several in a pair of runs in the fourth
costly Nad errors to take the with a long sacrifice fly.
Also Sunday the A Phi O's
intramural s o f t b a 11 championship by a 15-8 margin Sunday. nailed the Vice Squad 2-1 deThe Nads hammered out 10 hits spite the fact that they could
of their own, including three in muster only two hits. The lone
the first inning, but it wasn't Vice Squad run was the result
enough.
of a homerun by Mike Rupp.
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TopTime because it splits life's
every precioussecond into fifths!
This chronograph, one of a new
series byBREITLING, supersedes
the traditionalwatch.It is destined
foryoung meninterested in sports
or technical matters, for those engaged in the new professions or
working in one of the developing
countries.
The Breitling TopTime is more
than simply a watch,it is a superb
«chrono» with remarkably elegant
linesand quite exceptionalprecision. As for the waterproof TopTime models, they are endowed
with an entirely new watch case:
the amazing Breitling monocoque

line.
For my information,pleasesend me.free:
i ! the catalogue of new Breitlingmodels
D the address of Breitling dealers
nearest me.

City

Breitling-Wakmann
15 West 47th street, New

—

Zip

1/67

York 36N.Y.
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WE EARNESTLY TRY

To make it EASIER to buy a
new '68 Volkswagen from METRO
VOLKSWAGEN than from

......

ANYONE
ANYWHERE

—
?4%TOLVOIISWAGEN
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Name
Address
State

THE NADS started out with a
THE FINAL softball standings
bang as they scored three runs are: 1. Trillos, 2. Nads, 3. Sixth
in the bottom of the first inning. Floor, 4. Forum, 5. A Phi O's,
However, the Trillos came back 6. Vice Squad, 7. Engineers and
in the top of the second to score 8. Poi Pounders.
their initial two runs with Brian
Team captains are reminded
Parrott sparking the rally with that tennis scores must be turned
a triple.
in on schedule and that the deadThe score was 4-4 by the top line to return track rosters is
of the fourth when the Trillos Friday. The track meet is May
went on a six-run binge that put 26 at West Seattle Stadium, so
the game out of reach. Mike a word to the wise
get in
Koenig of the Trillos, who horn- shape!
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Try vs you'll see!
Easy-to-find
Downtown Location

WESTLAKE at EIGHTH AYE.

MU 2-8500

TAKING THE LOW ROAD: Denny Driscoll (right)
ducks under a punch thrown by Steve Conklin in the
best fight of the A Phi O Smoker held last Friday. Driscoll won a split decision in the scintillating bout.

Spectator photos by Don Conrard

The A Phi O Smoker packed plenty of punch last Friday as
there were 10 three-round bouts, a bash-out and a wrestling demonstration. A large crowd was on hand to observe the fisticuffs.
In the first fight Vie Barlogio TKOed Steve Nejasmich and then
John Katica decisioned Paul Seeley. The third bout was the only
one in which the pugilists had any degree of skill and Denny Dris-

coll kept his poise to decision lightning-fast Steve Conklin.
Leo Hindery nailed Pat Curran by decision and Jack Fisher
took Dale Johnson, also by decision. Thorn O'Rourke TKOed Larry
Inman and Ted O'Donnell decisioned Jeff Burgess.
George Irwin got by Mike Schindler by decision and Mike
Prosser decisioned Ron Blood. Stan Taloff was awarded victory
in the night's last fight as he bested Sam Fuoco.
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Ifyou'd like to spend
weekends inAcapuko,
ski holidays in Aspen,
vacations inVancouver,
recesses inRome,
andhiatuses inHawaii,
(and get paidwhile you're at it)
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comeflywith

If youre 20 or over'
aiul single, why wait.
Check with us today.
Western Airlines has immediate openings for stewardesses. We'll
train you to fly withthe best of them, and pay you well for learning.
Then you can count on a good salary, world-wide travel benefits,
insurance of every description, paid holidays, and lots of fringe extras
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career out of thin air.
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Airlines
Western
INTERNATIONAL

Equal job opportunities for all qualified applicants.
Call us for an appointment at (Seattle) CHerry 4-9500. Or drop by our Employment Office in the
Western Airlines Building, at the south end of Seattle-Tacoma International Airport.

